Abstract. We construct, using Zahorski's Theorem, two everywhere di erentiable real{valued Lipschitz functions di ering by more than a constant but sharing the same Clarke subdi erential and the same approximate subdi erential.
two subdi erentials really generalize continuous di erentiability or smoothness rather than di erentiability. Our purpose in this note is to exhibit how completely this happens. The rst two derivatives are Lipschitz and sublinear functions of h while the third derivative is only a Lipschitz function of h. ((x ? r; x + r) \ fy :
Preliminaries
We write this as lim y!x app f(y) = f(x).
It is obvious that if f is continuous at x, then f is approximately continuous at x. 
Then
(i) gj a n ;b n ] is continuous on a n ; b n ] for n = 1; 2; : : :, C g = U and g(x) = 0 for x 6 2 U; (ii) g is approximately continuous throughout 0; 1]. Thus, g is a bounded derivative function.
Proof. For any x there exists at most one n with g n (x) 6 = 0 and g is well de ned. Obviously gj a n ;b n ] = g n j a n ;b n ] , hence it is continuous on a n ; b n ]. Therefore C g U. For any x 6 2 U, g n (x) = 0 for each n This implies g(x) = 0; since U is an everywhere dense open set, any point x 6 2 U is the limit point of some subsequence of fc n g. Thus x 6 2 C g and this proves C g = U. Since g is continuous on U, it su ces to show that g is approximately continuous for x 6 2 U. We consider two cases: Case 1. If x = a n for some n, then g is continuous from the right at a n . Case 2. Every right{hand side neighbourhood (x; x + h) meets in nitely many intervals I n . Let n = N be the smallest index with I n \(x; x+h) 6 = ;. 0 (x) > 0 for all x 2 E \ I and so F is not constant on any such interval. Since (P) > 0 there must be such an interval and F is not a constant function.
Step 3. SetP := 0; 1] n P. ThenP = S 1 n=1 (a n ; b n ) andP is everywhere dense in 0; 1]. From Lemma 7, we obtain g on 0; 1] such that: (i) g is approximately continuous on 0; 1]; (ii) g is continuous on a n ; b n ] for each n = 1; 2; : : : so that C g =P and g(x) = 0 for x 2 P; (iii) On (a n ; b n ) = (c n ? h n ; c n + h n ) we have g(c n ) = 1 while g connects 0 and 1 linearly on c n ?
1 n h n ; c n ] and c n ; c n + 
